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Welcome.
Dear User,
The use of the services of Allthings Technologies AG, Lange Gasse 8, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
(hereafter “Allthings”), requires that you agree to the End User Licence Agreement (hereafter "EULA")
as well as to the following Additional Licence Agreements (hereafter “ALA”) of Allthings. All information
about Allthings, the services of Allthings and the rights and obligations of you and Allthings in regard
to these services are described in the EULA. These ALA describe the additional terms and conditions
of certain micro-apps and are valid if one or more of the corresponding micro-app(s) have been
activated in the Allthings services you use. The ALA are valid in addition to the EULA. Please read the
EULA and the ALA through carefully before you use the services.

Rules for the use of the “Energieanzeige” (energy display) micro-app.
This micro-app is a service to display current energy use data. The micro-app may also have a
different name such as “My energy”.
If activated, the “Energieanzeige” micro-app displays the energy consumption in your apartment /
rental unit for periods in the past and compares this with average and target values for the entire
property, or other comparative values. In order for us to be able to show this information, we require
your agreement that we may access and process energy consumption data for your apartment /
rental unit. By using “Energieanzeige”, you allow Allthings to:


Access the energy consumption meter in your apartment / rental unit manually or via
automation, and to save, process and display the data to you,



Display the data to any other people who are registered at your apartment / rental unit
(roommates),



To process and use the data in anonymised form for the purposes of evaluating and
presenting data to the owner or the entire estate, as well as for the purposes of working
out independent optimisation approaches with regard to energy consumption.

Rules for the use of the “Meine Verträge” (my contracts) micro-app.
This micro-app outputs data from the rental contract, for example, contract data or current rental
rates. This micro-app may also have a different name such as “Contracts and bills”.
If activated, the “Meine Verträge” micro-app gives you a summary of your existing rental contracts
and details about the rent and term of rent. In order for us to display this information, we require
your agreement that we can obtain this data from your property manager and that we may process
it.
By using “Meine Verträge”, you entitle Allthings to:


Obtain the contract data from your apartment / rental unit manually or via automation,
and to save, process and display the data to you,



Display the data to any other people who are registered at your apartment / rental unit
(roommates).
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Rules for the use of the „E-Concierge“ micro-app.
This micro-app is a service to display service offerings of mostly local providers and to order those
services or to request an individual quote from the provider, respectively. The micro-app “EConcierge” may also have a different name such as “Order services”.
If activated, the micro-app shows you the services available to you, as for example holiday service,
laundry service, cleaning service. The micro-app automatically asks you for all information required to
order said service and then forwards your order or your request for an individual quote to the
provider. Afterwards, the provider will contact you directly either confirming your order or providing
an individual quote. In ordering directly or in accepting the individual quote of the provider, it comes
to a binding purchase contract between you and the provider. Allthings only acts as broker of
information and as a platform to establish the contact. Allthings is not a contract party. Also, the
payment of the services is being transacted directly between you and the service provider.
In order for us to provide the micro-app “E-Concierge” to you, we require your agreement that we
may forward your order information to the provider. By using “E-Concierge”, you entitle Allthings:


To process the order information you enter and



To forward your order information as well as certain personal data you have stored on
Allthings and which is necessary for the processing of the service order (as e. g. name, email address, home address, phone number) to the provider, only for the purpose of
processing your order or your request for an individual quote.
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